1996 QSPELL SUBMISSIONS

FICTION

Robert Allen                  A JUNE NIGHT IN THE LATE CENOZOIC  Oolichan Books
Patrick Borden                THE SPACE                      Empyreal Press
Colleen Curran               SOMETHING DRASTIC             Goose Lane Editions
Benet Davetian               THE SEVENTH CIRCLE           Ronsdale Press
Trevor Ferguson              THE TIMEKEEPER                 HarperCollins
Hugh Hood                    DEAD MEN'S WATCHES            Sheltus & Picard
Rufus Marlowe                THE SECRET CONFERENCE   Alfred A. Knopf Canada
Yann Martel                  SELF                           Chanticler Press
Jan Morgan                   BOOK 3, A DAMNED REBELLION! Robert Davies Publishing
Howard Richler               THE DEAD SEA SCROLL PALINDROMES
Denise Roig                   A QUIET NIGHT AND A PERFECT END Nuage Editions
Julian Samuel                PASSAGE TO LAHORE               The Mercury Press
Robert E. Sandiford          WINTER, SPRING, SUMMER, FALL  Empyreal Press
Yeshim Ternar                TRUE ROMANCE WITH A SAILOR     Véhicule Press
H. Nigel Thomas              HOW LOUD CAN THE VILLAGE COCK CROW? AFO Enterprises Reg’d
Geoffrey Vitale              THE OTHER WAR                   Cormorant Books Inc.